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  OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS 
  Choose the correct option: 1x15=15 

  
  1)  The frozen lands on the Earth are also called - 
     a) grey deserts     b) hot deserts     c) dry deserts     d) cold deserts 

 
  2)  The tundra region lies near the   
     a) Equator     b) Tropic of Capricorn      c) Arctic Circle     d) Tropic of Cancer 

 
  3) Near the poles winters last for about 

a)  6 - 7 months     b) 8 - 9 months      c) 7 - 8 months     d) 5 - 6 months  

 
  4)  The tundra region does not cover 
     a) Siberia       b) Greenland       c) Algeria     d) Iceland  

 

5)   In the Arctic Circle the summer Sun does not set for 
      a) 4 months      b) 2 months    c) 3 months      d) 5 months  

 
  6)   The large chunks of broken ice floating in the water are called 
      a)  icebergs           b) ice caps         c) ice fields        d) icicles 

 
  



    7) The long winter sleep of animals is called 
       a) relaxation     b) hibernation     c) modification    d) aestivation 

        

  8) The native of the tundra region are called 

     a) Kirghiz      b) Bedouins      c) Inuits     d) Bantus 

 

  9) Which of the following birds are only found in Antarctica? 

      a) ducks       b) geese    c) waders      d)  penguins 

 
  10) The winter houses of the Inuits are called 
       a) igloos      b) kayaks      c) harpoons     d) tupics 

 
  11) The Inuits wear Parkas which are  
      a) long leather shoes    b) double layered trousers    c) seal skin mittens    

      d) coats with hoods 

 
  12) Harpoon the hunting tool of the Inuits is 
       a) spear shaped       b) arrow shaped      c) dagger shaped      d) sword shaped 

 
  13)  A kind of primitive vegetation found near the Arctic and Antarctic Circle is called   
         a) Taiga     c) Mallee     c) Tundra     d) Maquis 

 
  14) Flippers for diving and swimming and tuskers for breaking ice are used by the    
      a) seals        b) blue whales       c) polar bears     d) walruses 

 
  15) The North Polar region is also known as the land of the 

  
        a) Rising Sun        b) Midnight Sun        c) Setting Sun       d) Midday Sun 
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